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Introduction

It is recognized that the analysis of exchange rate dynamics has become a crucial
financial topic, especially, in a world becoming more integrated in its international financial markets. Exchange rate movements through time may influence
consumption and investment decisions from economic agents. Some of these observed fluctuations in currencies throughout the world may be related to several
economic factors. Among these there are risk factors, which may be considered
relevant components of exchange rate variations. A foreign exchange risk premium can be understood as the representation of the market’s anticipated excess
return to holding foreign currency relative to holding domestic currency (Carlson
and Osler: 2003, Engle: 1992, 2012). Within this concept the exchange rate risk
premium (ERP) is defined as the expected future spot exchange rate minus the
current forward exchange rate (Hakkio and Sibert: 1995). The difference between
these two prices may justify an additional amount of money that an investor will
demand in order to be compensated for an expected depreciation of a currency, in
which the investor holds a long position. Another definition is that of a monetary
amount that is not in line with fundamental equilibrium conditions in exchange
rate markets (Frankel and Chinn: 1993; Díaz de León y Casanova: 2004), i.e.
that part of the variation in a currency not currently explained by fundamental
economic variables (for example, economic fundamentals can be interest rate differentials as stated by the Uncovered Interest Rate Parity).1 It is important to point
1

Among the main differences between the work made by Díaz de León y Casanova: 2004 and

this present research document are that the former only estimated the ERP, whilst the latter, there
is a more deep analysis about the exchange rate risk premium (ERP) dynamics, specifically, there
is a more detail explanation about the ERP’ determinants.
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out that the ERP is not a standard concept in the relevant financial literature, so
there are several ways to quantify it. For different reasons, it may be important to
some economic agents to quantify the previously defined exchange rate premium.
A motivation to estimate the ERP is that it is an indicator of what a representative
investor ‘perceives’ as the monetary compensation needed for an expected depreciation of a specific currency, most of the times associated to holding long positions in currencies from emerging economies. The ERP is then a forward looking
measure that shows the market’s perception for quantifying an exchange rate risk.
Again, this risk measure is relevant to look at, especially, for agents taking economic or policy decisions based upon current financial information from Foreign
Exchange (FX) markets. These agents could be financial FX investors, risk managers, hedge fund managers, individual investors, policy makers, among others.
In addition, from a more fundamental analysis, academic researchers could also
find it relevant to have a better understanding of the ERP, including its dynamics
from theoretical as well as from empirical concepts.
The purpose of the present research paper is twofold. One is to estimate the
ERP of the Mexican peso-USD Exchange rate, making use of estimated Riskneutral densities, which include financial derivatives (options and forward prices).
The other one is to analyze what are the main drivers of the previously mentioned
ERP. In order to achieve our goal of determining what are the ERP’s main determinants, econometric models based on linear regression a Vector Autoregression
Models (VAR) are applied. These econometric models were chosen in order to
provide the estimations that will show the possible statistical relationship between
the variables under study. According to the estimations and the results presented
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in this current research document, it appears that the ERP for the exchange rate
under study has been decreasing since the end of the last Great Recession. According to the results from linear regression, the variable EMBI is the one that
has the highest impact on the ERP. This result should be interpreted cautiously,
given that, it is known that this variable is commonly seen as a proxy risk-measure
for the emerging economies’ sovereign bond markets, which in turn react vigorously to episodes of global financial distress. The fact that the results show that
the EMBI variable has the largest coefficient it should not be consider as an indication of one single country (in this case Mexico) sovereign default risk but for
instance, the ERP is significantly influenced by the perceived global sovereign
default risk of most emerging markets. The variable that follows (second highest
impact) is the TED and then the VIX. The VAR estimations are consistent (qualitatively speaking) with the results obtained from the linear regression models.
It can be concluded, according to these results, that emerging markets sovereign
credit risk (represented by the EMBI) in addition to systematic risk proxy by the
TED and the VIX are the most important factors (or drivers), which affect the ERP
dynamics. It is then considered an additional contribution to apply a method in the
present research document, which is not commonly applied for the Mexican peso
- USD exchange rate. Further research about the theoretical justification of these
empirical analyses are suggested for future understanding of this topic. Most of
these results are in line with the literature that shows that uncertainty in financial
markets (specifically financial market volatility) are the main factors that impact
risk premiums including those for exchange rates.2
2

As it is known EMBI refers to the Emerging Market Bond Index, TED is the yield differential

between an interbank and a risk-free interest rates for the USD and VIX refers to the S&P 500
option implied volatility index for one-month to maturity S&P 500 call and put options, expressed
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The layout of the rest of this research paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
a formal definition of the ERP and then describes the methodology, as well as
the econometric models used. In Section 3 details about the data and regression
analysis are presented. The presentation and analysis of the results are detailed
in Section 4, which also includes the review of the ERP’s main determinants with
suggestions for further research. Finally, Section 5 concludes that the main drivers
of the ERP are the EMBI and VIX variables, according to the econometric results.

2

Exchange Rate Risk Premium Estimation

In this section we provide a detailed description of the so-called Risk-Neutral
density, which in turn, will be relevant to estimate the ERP. Included in the RiskNeutral density explanation the Volatility Function Technique method is also presented. This latter method is used mainly for exchange rate options, given that, as
it will be shown, it considers options strategy information in order to extract the
expectations of the FX. Lastly, the procedure related to the estimation of the ERP
is presented.

2.1

Risk-Neutral Densities Definition

In order to understand better the estimation of the ERP it is helpful to review
the concept of Risk-Neutral Density (RND) extracted from option prices. The
RND is a set of expectations, which are estimated from traded option prices and
are presented in a form of a statistical density i.e. as having the entire possible
as an annualized percentage.
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(expected) distribution of the asset price. The idea to estimate RNDs implied
by option prices was first postulated by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978). The
main reason to do this was the belief that there is a rich source of forward-looking
financial information in derivatives markets. A way to extract this information is
by estimating an implicit probability distribution of an asset from the observed
prices of option contracts on such an asset, which are traded in these financial
markets. However, given that the models used to estimate these probabilities use
an equivalent martingale measure instead of the objective probability measure of
the price assets, as if agents were risk-neutral, the resulting probability density is
called ‘risk-neutral density’. This of course does not mean strictly speaking that
investors are assumed to be risk-neutral. The RND can be extracted for any asset
including currencies.
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) proved that the RND can be extracted from
the prices of call (or put) options, which are usually traded in the market. In
particular the value of a call option is defined as
Z1
c(X; T ) = e

rT

(ST

X) f (ST ) dST

(1)

X

where, c refers to the call option price, X is the exercise price, T is the time to
maturity, r is the risk-free interest rate, ST , spot price of the underlying asset at
maturity of the option and f (ST ) represents the probability density function, which
in this case is a risk-neutral probability function of the price of the underlying
asset. Then, by calculating the second partial derivative of the call price function
c(X, T), with respect to the exercise price (X) we obtain
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@ 2 c(X; T )
=e
@X 2

rT

f (X):

(2)

Rearranging this expression, it is possible to obtain the following definition,
@ 2 c(X; T )
@X 2

f (X) = erT

(3)

where f (X) is the risk-neutral distribution.
The problem with defining f (X) is the assumption that the call price function is continuous for the range of exercise prices. As it is known, this is not
realistic given that in practice only some prices in discrete time are available or
observed. Considering this limitation, Shimko (1993) proposed an interpolation
method using the available exercise prices. In subsequent research, Malz (1997)
proposed to interpolate across implied volatilities (using the framework of Garman and Kohlhagen: 1983) and the delta ( ), which is the sensitivity of the option price with respect to changes in the underlying asset price. In this case, the
delta has to pass through at least three points of the volatility smile as it will be
explained in more detail in Subsection 2.1.1. One advantage of Malz’s method is
that it can be easily applied to exchange rate options. This is because traders trade
quoting implied volatility as a function of delta. Therefore, there is always hard
data available for implied volatility, which can be used for a smoother interpolation.
RNDs estimations not only give a point estimate forecast about the moments
of a specific underlying asset, but also provide information about the whole asset
price distribution expected by the market. Hence, extracting a RND provides information about market sentiment. For example, if an exchange rate shows RNDs
with skewness that are systematically positive through time, the interpretation is
6

that the market is expecting one of the currencies to depreciate (or keep depreciating) in the near future.
Considering the actual evidence, it could be assumed that, from a theoretical
viewpoint, RND estimation can be seen as a parsimonious and a reliable approach
for capturing the market´s belief about a future asset price (or exchange rate) distribution.
2.1.1

The Volatility Function Technique

The volatility function technique (VFT) was originally postulated by Malz (1997).
He extended the idea proposed by Shimko (1993), in which, the application of
interpolation methods to exercise prices allows to recover the RND. Shimko’s
method suggested a parabolic function to estimate a curve for the implied volatility function vis-à-vis exercise prices; i.e., the smile curve. The idea behind this
method is to estimate a ‘smoothed’ smile implied volatility function, out of a relatively few exercise prices (five or less) with a parabolic function, and then generate
smooth call option prices using the Black and Scholes (1973) formula (BS).
Several studies have applied the VFT. For example, Bliss and Panigirtzoglou
(2002) extracted RNDs for the FTSE-100 stock index and short sterling futures.
After an extensive comparison with other estimation methods, they concluded that
the VFT approach shows better goodness-of-fit and stability of the parameters.
However, they found that the tails of the RNDs were significantly unstable for the
methods they analyzed (VFT and the mixture of lognormals). Similarly, Benavides and Mora (2008) found qualitatively similar results for both methods, but
applied for the Mexican Peso-USD exchange rate. This concept is not innocuous
given that an unstable tail could make difficult the Value-at-Risk analysis. The
7

principal difference between Benavides and Mora (2008) paper and the present
research document is that, the former, does not estimates the ERP whilst for the
latter, there is a methodological procedure to estimate the ERP. On the other hand,
Mc Manus (1999) found that the VFT was not as accurate as the mixture of lognormals’ method, which showed higher goodness-of-fit for the case of Eurodollar
options. Micu (2004) extracted RNDs for twelve emerging markets currencies
vis-à-vis the US Dollar. Among other methods, he applied the VFT method and
concluded that there is a trade-off between goodness-of-fit accuracy and stability
of the parameters. Castrén (2005) used this method to examine RNDs for Eastern
European currencies on days of economic releases. It is worthwhile to mention
that the literature related to extracting ERP from RNDs is relatively scarce.3
To understand this procedure with more detail it is convenient to refer to the
equivalent Black and Scholes (BS) model for exchange rates, which was postulated by Garman and Kohlhagen (1983), henceforth, GK. The underlying assumptions of this option valuation model for exchange rates are the following: 1)
interest rates are non-stochastic; 2) there are no arbitrage profits; 3) all options
are European-style; 4) agents are risk-neutral; 5) there are no transaction costs
or taxes; and 6) the price for the underlying asset follows a Geometric Brownian
Motion. While some of these assumptions appear quite strong, there is still interest to apply such models to estimate RNDs. This is because these approximations
provide useful information about market expectations that could give us some
3

See for instance Abarca et al. (2013) for an approximation for the estimation of ERP for sev-

eral emerging market currencies. The interested reader is also refer to Díaz de León y Casanova
(2004) for a more detail explanation of the estimation of ERP for the Mexican peso - USD exchange rate.
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feedback about dynamic features of a specific financial asset, especially around
an economic event.4
To calculate the implied RND using the GK model, it is required: the foreign
risk-free interest rate rf , in addition to the previously defined inputs (r, T , S, X)
and the market price of either a call option or a put option. The GK model is
therefore:
c(X; T ) = Se

rf T

p(X; T ) = Xe

rT

N ( d2 )

Se

ln

S
X

+ r

rf +

N (d1 )

Xe

rT

N (d2 );

rf T

(4)

N ( d1 );

(5)

with,

d1 =

d2 = d1

p

p
T

1
2

2

T

;

T;

where c is the value of the European-style call option, p is the value of the Europeanstyle put option, N (x) is the cumulative normal distribution, and

2

is the annual-

ized price-return variance. If observed option prices in the market are used instead
of the theoretical ones, it is possible to implicitly extract the probability distribution that was relevant for the agents when they traded the options. Assuming that
c, p, S, X, r, rf , T in Equations (4) and (5) are observed, and after making an assumption about the value of (implied volatility), that is, choosing a starting value
of

in order to find the correct value in the numerical procedure, the RND can
4

For a research about the changes in the shape of the RNDs around a relevant monetary policy

event the interested reader is refer to Abarca, Benavides and Rangel (2012).
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be implicitly estimated following Equation (3). In this research project, implied
RNDs are derived from nearby to expiration over-the-counter three month option
contracts on the MXN-USD exchange rate for each trading day. Thus, instead
of assuming a standard cumulative normal N(x), as it is shown in Equations (4)
and (5) above, the RND is implicitly extracted from the model using the observed
option values with the additional variables.
With the estimated call and put prices, the RND can be extracted by applying the previously defined Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) approach. The main
difference with respect to Shimko’s method is that the Malz’s model does not use
a parabolic function to estimate the smile curve, but instead it applies implied
volatilities from option pricing strategies (risk reversals and strangles).5 The objective is to estimate a curve matching implied volatility vis-à-vis the delta and
then calculate the call option prices from it by using either BS or GK.6
The approach of Malz (1997) estimates a RND by interpolating the smile
curve. Specifically, interpolation can be carried out in terms of the implied volatilities determined from market expectations. The considered implied volatilities
5

A risk reversal is an option trading strategy that is constructed with an out-of-the-money

(OTM) long position of a call option and an OTM short position of a put option, both with the
same time to expiration (the investor is hoping for extreme increases in the exchange rate to make
a profit). A strangle is another common currency option trading strategy, which consists in taking
an OTM long position of a call option and an OTM long position of a put option, both with the
same time to expiration (the investor is hoping for extreme movements in either direction of the
exchange rate to make a profit). The options are OTM given that these are cheaper.
6
Malz argued that his method is more accurate for modeling financial data given that option
strategies’ implied volatilities, like risk reversals and strangles, capture the market’s expectations
for the relative likelihood of exchange rate depreciations (implied skewness) and extreme events
(excess implied kurtosis).
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are: 1) at-the-money (atm), where the forward price (F) equals the exercise price;
2) risk reversal (rr); and 3) strangle (str). For exchange rates these were taken
from market traders. The implied volatilities from the above mentioned option
strategies for a 25 delta call and put option can be theoretically obtained as follows.
Let rr be defined as,
rrt254 =

(4p0:25 )

(4c0:25 )
t

t

;

(6)

and str as
strt254 = 0:5

(4c0:25 )
t

+

(4p0:25 )
t

atm
:
t

(7)

Then, writing the volatility as a quadratic function of delta ( ), it is possible
to obtain the following smile curve. The

is defined as the sensitivity of the

option price to a change in the spot price. In other words, for an option valuation
function it is the first derivative of the option price with respect to the underlying
asset price.7 It is worthwhile mentioning that the implied volatility should not be
considered as a function of the delta, but instead, it will be better if it is a function
of the underlying asset price. The latter is true, since it is more informative for the
actual underlying spot price. The following equation is derived from a quadratic
approximation as explained in Malz (1997).8
7

To make a distinction about the hard data delta ( ) the notation for the latter is different ( ).

The 25-delta is used given that is the more liquid one, in terms of the option contracts traded.
8
The formal derivation to obtain Equation 8 is presented in Malz (1997) in the appendix. For
an issue of brevity in this research document we only take the result from Malz (1997).
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( ) = atm

2rr (

0:5)2

0:5) + 16str (

(8)

Once this curve is obtained a transformation is performed in which the implied
volatility can be expressed in terms of exercise price (X) and not in terms of the
delta. Thus, the definition of the delta function is now as follows:

=e

0

N@

rf T

ln

Ft
X

+
p
T

2

2

T

1
A

(9)

where F t is the forward price and again the foreign risk-free interest rate is always
represented by rf ,. Equation (9) is substituted into Equation (8) and then Equation
(10) below is obtained,

( ) = atm

2rr e

rf T

a1
2
2

F

where a1 is equal to N

ln( Xt )+
p

T

0:5 + 16str e
T

rf T

a1

0:5

2

:

(10)

. To estimate the density function for the

underlying asset the Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) result is applied here. Thus,
by substituting these expressions into Equation (3), it is then possible to estimate
the probability function for the underlying asset, which is expressed as follows:
"

f (ST ) = erT Ft b1 + n (d1 ) d1

1
p
Xv T

2

!

X

b2 + n (d2 ) d2

where F t represents the value of the forward price and b1 is equal to
and b2 is

n(d2 )
p
X2v T

;
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1
p
Xv T
(11)
n(d1 )
p
X2v T

,

2

!#

ln
d1 =

+
p

v2
2

T

v2
2

T

;

v T
ln

d2 =

Ft
X

Ft
X

p

v T

;

n (x) is the normal density function and v represents the option implied volatility,
which makes Equation (10) equals to zero. Finally, by using different values of X,
it is then possible to extract the RND through option prices.

2.2

Exchange Rate Risk Premium

As explained in the introduction, the idea behind quantifying the ERP is related
to the amount of money investors should be compensated given systematic depreciations of a currency they hold as a long position. The reasoning is as follows
(the following explanation is basically rephrasing the research document of Díaz
de León and Casanova: 2004): in efficient markets assuming perfect capital mobility and uncovered interest parity the following equilibrium condition must hold
(Frenkel: 1995).

rt;T = rft;T + Et (dep) +

0
t;T ;

(12)

where rt;T is the domestic interest rate risk free continuously compounded from
time t until time T (t < T), rft;T is the foreign interest rate risk free continuously
compounded from time t until time T (t < T), Et (dep) refers to the expected
depreciation of the Mexican peso and

0
t;T

is the ERP. This last component is

related to market inefficiencies in which, there is a skewness toward depreciation
13

of one of the currencies. Basically, the ERP is the bias towards the depreciation
of one of the currencies. In fact, it is the one of the emerging economy with
respect to the developed one. The rest of the notation is the same as stated above.
It is known that the standard formula for a currency forward, given no-arbitrage
pricing is (Hull: 2013),

Ft;T = S

exp rt;T

rft;T (T

t);

(13)

where notation is as given above. By combining the last two equations it is possible to obtain,

rt;T

rft;T = ln(Ft;T =S) = Et (dep) +

0
t;T :

(14)

It can be seen from the above expression that the implied depreciation on forward contracts is determined by the difference between domestic and external
interest rates. This measure alone does not correspond to the expected depreciation of the exchange rate considering the presence of the exchange risk premium
(

0
t;T ).

This shows why the probability functions of risk-neutral densities shown

for some currencies (e.g. Mexican peso / US Dollar) have a systematic implicit
bias (skewness), since, in the absence of the reffered risk premiums referred (

0
t;T ,

= 0), the distribution that would be exhibiting would be closer to the lognormal
distribution as stated by option pricing theory (see Hull: 2013). Therefore, a way
to estimate the exchange risk premium would be as detailed in Díaz de León and
Casanova (pg. 38) ‘the percentage difference between the mean of the probability
distribution based on observed data and its corresponding lognormal distribution
(with risk reversals and strangles strategies equal to zero). This implies that the
14

proposed premium corresponds to the additional yield that should be received by a
risk-neutral investor by maintaining an asset denominated in a weak currency (pesos) with a bias to its depreciation (that offers a lower expected return in foreign
currency - US dollars).’ As detailed in the subsection 2.1., in which the estimation
method for the RNDs of Malz (1997) was explained, measures of risk-reversal
and strangle represent the skewness and kurtosis in the distribution respectively
(RND). Graph 1 shows graphic details about the ERP extraction.
<Insert Graph 1 in the appendix about here>
As it can be observed in that figure, the ERP can be estimated as the percentage difference of the mean values of the previously mentioned probability
densities (lognormal and the RNDs). Thus, ERP can be extracted implicitly from
information about exchange rate option prices.9 It is important to point out, that
the estimation of the ERP is based in a parsimonious approach related to interest rate parity. It is understood that there may be other risk premiums related to
Equation (12), possibly related to currency liquidity or counterparty risk, however,
since the Mexican peso is a relatively highly traded currency (there are Mexican
peso futures contracts at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange), it is assumed that
the liquidity risk is relatively small. Also, it is assumed that counterparty risk is
close to zero given that in the wholesale market for the Mexican peso, most of the
trading is carried out by well-established financial institutions.
Most of the data for the estimations are from the Bloomberg database. There
9

ERP can be expressed as the difference in the expected values of a risk-neutral density and a

subjective density. The former is extracted from information implicit in option prices, whilst the
second one, is an assumed distribution for the underlying (exchange rate) price. ERP are relevant
for a specific time horizon, in this case 3-month time-to-maturity are considered.
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are 2 time frames under study. One is the sample period from 01/Jan/2007 until 31/Dec/2015, which are 2,354 daily observations and the other one is from
31/Dec/2009 until 31/Dec/2015, which includes 1,571 daily observations. The
time frames are chosen considering data availability, specially, for Mexican peso
- USD three-month options and options strategies. For the second time frame the
sample period used was chosen considering order flow data availability .The data
variables that are downloaded from Bloomberg are the Mexican pesos - USD spot
and forward exchange rates, VIX, TED spread, carry trade index, which is the
ROCI index calculated by Credit Suisse and the EMBI index, which is calculated
by JP Morgan. The time to maturity of the forward contracts are three months.
The order flow data (net long vs short positions) are taken from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), which is available at the CME’s webpage.10
The option strategies exchange rate data, which are three-month at-the-money,
risk-reversals and strangle implied volatilities were obtained from a dataset of the
investment bank UBS (forward contracts also have the same time-to-maturity of
three-months).11 These implied volatilities direct quotes are a weighted average
of major operations that UBS and other financial institutions conducted in the
Mexican peso-USD currency option over-the-counter market. According to the
information obtained the procedure is that UBS obtains a poll of several relevant
transactions and provide a representative reading of what it was the market for
10

The CME webpage is http://www.cmegroup.com/

11

The implied volatility data are taken from quotes made on volatility trading and not over

option prices. In other words, it is hard data for exchange rate volatility. It is common practice
among option traders to trade with volatility quotes in exchange rate option markets (See Malz
(1997); Cooper and Talbot (1999) for more details).
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that exchange rate. The quotes in units called vols follow the conventions usually
expressed by exchange rate dealers. The UBS database is available for subscribers
only. At-the-money implied volatility is for a delta of 50, and risk-reversal and
strangles are those considered with a 25 delta. As it is known in the financial
industry, these are the most common and liquid ones in that type of trading (25
delta). We are using implied volatilities for three-month maturity considering
that they are also the ones that show more significant trading in terms of volume
and there are usually data availability on a daily basis for all these type of option
strategies. Other maturities often present ‘blanks’ or missing data value for certain
days.

2.3

Analyzing the Exchange Rate Risk Premium (ERP Decomposition)

As mentioned above, in the present research paper estimates of the ERP are found
as a percentage difference in the mean values (expected values) between the VFT
density and a lognormal density with the same mean and standard deviation following the procedure explained in more detail in Díaz de Leon and Casanova
(2004).12 As it is has been mentioned previously an additional contribution to
apply a method in the present research document, which up to date, is not commonly applied for the Mexican peso - USD exchange rate. Graph 2 shows the
3-month ERP estimated with the previously mentioned methodology including
the spot exchange rate Mexican peso-USD.
12

It is worthwhile to point out that the VFT method is considered a non-parametric method,

whilst the lognormal density, is a parametric one.
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<Insert Graph 2 in the appendix about here>
It can be observed in that graph the high ERP associated with the 2008-2009
Financial Crisis, in which, the Mexican peso suffered a relatively high depreciation of about 19% during October, 2008. Another relevant peak occurs around
September 2011, which is associated with a tough moment of the Greek Financial
Crisis. Those events brought high uncertainty to financial markets and abovenormal depreciation were observed, especially, for emerging economies’ currencies. After those episodes it looks like the ERP has diminished in terms of its
level, with the exception of May, 2013 that is associated with the ‘Taper Tantrum’
and the financial volatility around that date.13 During most of 2014 the ERP has
been in relatively low levels if compared with the whole sample under analysis.
Lastly, Graph 3 shows the ERP decomposition considering Equation (14) above.
<Insert Graph 3 in the appendix about here>
In this graph the ERP is for a period of three-months, i.e. T=0.25. In other
words, in this graph it is possible to observe the ERP components, which are the
nominal interest rate differentials between Mexico and the US, in addition to, the
expected depreciation of the Mexican peso. As it can be observed in this figure
from 2012 onwards the ERP has been overall diminishing, whilst, the expectation
for a Mexican Peso depreciation have been increasing relatively with respect to the
other variables. Apparently, during periods of higher exchange rate volatility i.e.
the FED ‘Taper Tantrum’ around May, 2013 the ERP tends to increase relative to
depreciation expectations. This is in line with that part of the academic literature,
13

It is worthwhile to point out that around that time the VIX (implied volatility) index for the

S&P 500 showed a similar pattern.
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in which, is documented the positive relationship between those variables (Carlson
and Osler: 2003, Engle: 1992, 2012). Also, it is possible to observe that the
volatility of the ERP, measured as its range of variation (variance of the series)
has been decreasing through time. Apparently, the ERP has been relatively more
stable recently, specially, if it compared with values before 2010.

3

Determinants of the Exchange Rate Risk Premium

In the following section, an analysis of the determinants of the ERP is carried out.
The procedure is as follows: First there is a brief description of some research
documents available in the literature, in which, there are ERP related models i.e.
linear regression in which the ERP is part of an Equation. Second, linear regression models are presented in order to show what variables could be the main
drivers of ERP. Lastly, an analysis of the estimated results (from the linear regression and the VAR specification) are analyzed in detail and documented.

3.1

Regression Analysis

It is known in the literature that several factors affect the ERP. For example, Carlson and Osler (2003) identify factors related to non-speculative activity of FX
dealers, speculator’s risk aversion and volatility in relevant financial variables,
among others. Similarly, Engle (1992, 2012) shows in his analysis of the FX
risk premium, that financial variables are relevant variables in order to explain the
dynamics of the previously mentioned risk premium and the ‘forward rate puzzle’. In the present research document in order to look for the determinants of
19

the exchange rate risk premium several factors will be consider to look for possible statistical relationships between the previously mentioned variables. These
factors or financial variables are chosen following Carlson and Osler (2003) and
Engle (2012, 1992), whom document about the relevant drivers about the ERP. In
this present research document the variables included for the statistical analysis
are related to volatility in financial markets as well as interest rate differentials
and FX order flows, which can represent trading activity by FX dealers. Graph
4 shows the relevant time series under study and Table 1 details it descriptive
statistics.
<Insert Graph 4 and Table 1 in the appendix about here>
To achieve the previously mentioned objective a linear regression model in
addition to a VAR model will be applied. The application of these type of models
is mainly motivated by empirical facts that the Mexican peso - USD exchange
rate reacts significantly to movements in other relevant financial variables. Considering previous empirical evidence plus research works available in part of the
literature (for example refer to Benavides and Capistrán: 2012), which have documented the relationship of the MXN/USD exchange rate to movements in other
key variables the following regression model is suggested:

ERPt;T = +

1

V IXt +

2

T EDt +

3

Carryt +

4

EM BIt +

5

OFt +ut ;
(15)

where ERP represents the exchange rate risk premium, VIX is the well-known
one-month ahead implied volatility measure for the Standard and Poors 500 index,
TED corresponds to the TED spread, which is basically the difference between an
interbank and a risk free interest rate for the USD, Carry stands for a carry trade
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index that shows the return potential obtained by an investor by borrowing in low
yield currency and then convert and invest in a higher yield currency. EMBI is
the emerging market bond index estimated and published by JP Morgan, which
measure the emerging markets (EM) sovereign risks (quantified by the yield differential between an emerging economy and the US risk-free rate) which in this
application, represents a proxy for the emerging economies’ sovereign risk. Again
the EMBI shows the difference between a weighted average of an EM’s return and
the US risk-free rate. Finally, order flows refer to the net investor’s positions in the
futures market for the MXN/USD in the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, a proxy
for market liquidity for this exchange rate. The last term ut represent a scalar
(error term).

represents daily change (first differences of the daily frequency

series) in the variable. It could be the case that there may be a problem of endogeneity related to the independent variable about order flows (OF). This last one
given that it could be highly sensitive to variations in the exchange rate. However, regressions which omitted this last component were run and there were no
qualitatively differences in the results if compared with the original (suggested)
regression (results available upon the reader’s request). Also, a VAR model was
applied for robustness check and in that specification all variables are assumed
endogenous and estimated within a system of equations.
The above presented econometric model is motivated by the intuition that exchange rates are sensitive to uncertainty in financial capital markets, which in
this case is proxy by the VIX, the uncertainty in money markets that is proxy by
the TED spread, relevant returns obtained by currency-investing strategies (carry
trade strategies), sovereign risk and by the expectations that the currency value is
not in line with fundamentals about exchange rate determination, which should
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be captured again by a carry trade index and by the high frequency exchange
rate dynamics (specially for speculative positions) that in this case is proxy by
MXN/USD order flows. It is important to mention that some relevant conclusions
observed in research documents highlight the importance of order flow to predict
high-frequency exchange rate movements (Carlson and Osler: 2003; Evans and
Lyons: 2002). Thus, the latter proxy variable is included in the present analysis.14
3.1.1

Vector Autoregression (VAR) Analysis

In order to analyze the statistical relationship between the above presented variables within a framework, in which, all variables are allowed to be endogenous a
VAR model is also estimated. This will allow each variable to depend of its past
own values (lagged) and the other variables in the model been also lagged. With
the estimation of a VAR model will then be possible to estimate impulse-response
functions (through Cholesky variance decomposition, given that the VAR is invertible with a moving average process of an infinite order), which may give more
details about the dynamics between these variables, especially, with respect to the
ERP. In general, the unstructured VAR model can be expressed in matrix notation
as in Equation (16) below.

xt = A0 + A1 xt
14

1

+ ::: + Ap xt

p

+ B0 zt + B1 zt

1

+ ::: + Br zt

r

+ "t ; (16)

It should be mentioned that Equation 15 is not directly related with Equation 14 given that, the

latter, is a way to define the ERP, whilst the former, is an econometric model aiming to explain the
correlations between ERP and relevant financial variables given some insights seen in the relevant
academic literature.
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In this representation x is a vector of variables in the system. A0 represents
a n x 1 vector of intercept terms. A1 ,. . . ,Ap represent n x n matrices of coefficients, which relate the lagged values of the variables, which are endogenous with
the current values of those variables. B0 ,. . . ,Br represent n x m matrices of coefficients which relate lagged and current values of the variables which are exogenous
to current values of the endogenous variables. Finally "t represent a n x 1 vector
of error terms. The coefficients in this specific unstructured VAR specification
are estimated within a system and solved. It is then possible to see the statistical relationship between the proposed variables having all of them as endogenous
i.e. interacting between each other in a statistical paradigm showing its dynamics
given the lags. The optimal number of lags in the model were obtained by using
‘Information Criteria’ specifically the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion,
SBIC hereafter.
To estimate the RNDs, we use the domestic risk-free discount rate, which
consists of daily 28-day secondary market interest rates of Mexican Certificates
of Deposit (CDs) obtained from the same source. US CDs were obtained from the
FED web page with the same maturity in order to include the equivalent foreign
risk-free discount rate in the RNDs estimations (see Equations (4-7) above).15 We
chose these interest rates because they are highly liquid in the secondary market
and we can find the relevant maturity for our study, i.e. 3-month ahead. These
interest rates are inputs in the formulae presented above for both methods.
15

The FED webpage is: www.federalreserve.gov
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4

Analysis of the Estimated Results

In the following application two regressions are run related to Equation 15. The
first one is basically that same equation (same specification of Equation 15) but
the order flow variable is not included. The reason not to include that variable is
because it does not have a sufficiently long time series of data (historical). For example, the OF variable from that source and database starts until 2009. Also, there
may be a chance that by including the OF variable, there can be an endogeneity
problem. According to those results, we can observe that the exchange rate risk
premium is statistically significantly influenced by all the variables included in the
specification from Equation 15. As it can be observed in Table 2 the one that has
most of the influence on the ERP is the EMBI, given that it is the coefficient with
the highest magnitude (approx. 0.1011). However, it should not be considered
that that variable represents the Mexican sovereign default risk only but for instance, it represents the overall sovereign default risk of the emerging economies.
In other words, apparently the ERP is influenced by global factors embedded in
the EMBI.
<Insert Table 2 in the appendix about here>
Given that all these estimations are carried out with percentage changes all
these units are statistical comparable. In addition, Wald tests were carried out
in order to see statistical difference between estimated parameters and it was
shown that these estimated coefficients are statistically different between each
other. Also, the results overall show consistency in terms of the signs. For example, the carry trade index shows a negative sign, which indicates that an increase
in the value of that index. i.e. carry trade strategies becoming more profitable then
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it follows that the ERP must decrease. This result is intuitive given that it is expected that as traders are benefiting with an increase in the carry trade returns, the
emerging market currency must appreciate in value driven by a higher demand for
the emerging market currency, therefore, a decrease in ERP is in line with what it
is expected.
The estimation was carried out with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors and covariance, given that, there were indications of heteroskedasticity
in the residual vector, after performing relevant heteroskedasticity tests (ARCHLM, White, Breush-Pagan). For the other regression, which includes the order
flow variable, it can be observed that the results are qualitatively similar to those
in the previous regression (the one with the longer sample size). As we can observe in Table 3, the highest in magnitude coefficient is the change in the EMBI
variable, which is consistent with the previous result in the above mentioned specification.

<Insert Table 3 in the appendix about here>
Again, since all the variables in the specification enter as percentage changes
all these are comparable in terms of interpreting them. The second and third coefficients order of magnitudes are those for the VIX and the ROCI index regressors.
The order flow variable, although statistically significant, it is relatively small in
magnitude. Given that all the estimated coefficients are statistically different from
zero (as seen with it reported p-values), it can be concluded that the change in
the perceived emerging markets global risk, proxy by the EMBI, apparently is the
variable that has the highest impact (statistically significant) on the dynamics of
the exchange rate risk premium, which shows that the bias toward a Mexican peso
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depreciation (measured by the ERP) is mostly influenced by the FX investors’
perceived global sovereign default risk of emerging economies. Given that the
VIX do also have relevant in magnitude coefficients (they are the second in magnitude), it can be concluded that the ERP is mostly driven by financial risk factors
associated with emerging economies sovereign bond default risk (EMBI), financial distress measured by the interest rates differential (TED), which does not appear in the final regression estimation given that the estimated coefficient was not
statistically significantly different from zero and the market’s perceived volatility
extracted from S&P500 futures options (VIX). In terms of the economic meaning
of these results, it can be concluded that they are in line with a priori expectations
given the information available in the relevant academic literature. For example,
the variable which has a higher impact on the ERP is the one related to the sovereign bond default risk of the overall emerging economies (EMBI). In addition,
having the VIX also as a relevant statistical significant variable is in line with the
argument that financial markets around the world are becoming more integrated,
thus, international financial volatility proxy by the VIX is a relevant variable affecting the Mexican exchange rate, specifically the ERP. Finally, it is important to
mention that the final regression specification reported (Table 2) is the one that has
a sample size starting in January 2009 and not January 2007. This is for the fact
that there is evidence of a structural break in the estimated coefficients once the
Andrew-Quandt test for structural breaks was carried out. The break according to
the previously mentioned econometric test occurred at the end of 2008, therefore,
the final regression estimation considers the sample size starting in January 2009.
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4.1

Robustness Checks (VAR Estimation and Analysis)

In order to perform robustness checks about the above mentioned results a VAR
model given the specification in Equation (16) is estimated. As it is known about
VAR models all the variables are estimated within a system of equations and all
of them are considered endogenous. For this specific case, the order of the VAR
is two (two lags) and the decision about the number of lags was decided from
information criterion, specifically, the Schwartz-Bayesian Information Criterion
(SBIC). The latter is a standard method for choosing the optimal number of lags
in time series models. The order of the variables are as follows: ERP, VIX, Carry
Trade Index and order flows. The previously mentioned order is intuitive given
the results of the previous regressions, which show the higher order of magnitude
coefficients. As it can be observed in Table 4 and Graph 5 the VAR model shows
qualitatively similar results as the previous linear regressions.
<Insert Graph 5 and Table 4 in the appendix about here>
For example, the highest in magnitude coefficients affecting the ERP are from
the VIX variable (financial volatility or distress variable). One of the advantages of estimated a VAR model is that, it is possible to apply what are known
as ‘impulse-response functions’ given that the VAR is invertible with a moving
average process of an infinite order. With these it is then possible to ‘shock’ the
system by having a one-standard deviation increase in the residual component of
the specific equation of the impulse-response analysis. Looking at the impulseresponse functions applying Cholesky decomposition of variances show (Graph
5) that the highest response of the ERP variable comes from a ‘shock’ to the VIX
variable, which again is the variable associated with financial volatility or uncer-
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tainty in the global markets. In other words, the ERP is more reactive (by having a positive and higher statistically significant coefficient) to the risk-aversion
variable proxy by the VIX (forecast of financial volatility in the S&P 500 Index).
Other relevant variable in the impulse responses is the one about carry trade. Their
coefficients are statistically different from zero and with a relevant order of magnitude. So, these results for the VAR estimation are in line with the previous results
documented for the linear regression analysis (Equation (15)), in a sense that the
variables related to global financial risk (EMBI, VIX) are the ones that statistically
have a higher impact on the ERP dynamics. Additional analysis could be carried
out adding other types of financial variables or applying regime-switching models, however, those issues are left for further research. It is worthwhile to mention
that RND have been estimated for the Mexican peso/ USD exchange rate before,
as shown in Abarca, Benavides and Rangel (2012), however for the latter there
are no estimations of the ERP.

5

Conclusions

In the present research paper statistical relationships between the exchange rate
risk premium (ERP) and other financial variables have been tested. The objective was to show how is it that this measure of risk-aversion proxy by the ERP
was reactive to changes in financials conditions, more specifically variables related to global emerging market sovereign risk, financial volatility and quantity
of currency demanded. The ERP was extracted from risk-neutral densities implicit in currency option prices and currency option trading strategies (strangles
and risk-reversals) following relevant literature about that topic. Linear regres28

sion methods and a VAR model were applied in order to estimate the possible
statistical relationships between a set of chosen financial variables and the ERP.
These variables were chosen considering information in the literature, which have
considered the above mentioned financial variables, in addition to, empirical evidence of the existence of those statistical relationships, given the observed relationship between exchange rate dynamics and market uncertainty or volatility
(also a fact in some documented research about this theme). According to the
results from linear regressions, the variable EMBI is the one that has the highest
impact on the ERP, given that, it has the one with the higher in magnitude statistically significant coefficient, which is also statistically different from the other
estimated coefficients. Again, this result should be interpreted cautiously, given
that, it is known that this variable is commonly seen as a proxy risk-measure for
the emerging economies’ sovereign bond risk for possible default, which also reacts immediately to episodes of global financial distress. The fact that the results
show that the EMBI variable has the largest coefficient should not be consider as
an indication of one single country (in this case Mexico) sovereign default risk,
but instead, that the ERP is statistically significantly influenced by the perceived
global sovereign default risk of most emerging markets. The variable that follows
(second highest impact given its order of magnitude) is the TED and then the
VIX. The VAR estimations are consistent (qualitatively) with the results obtained
from the linear regression models. It can be concluded, according to these results,
that global emerging market sovereign risk (represented by the EMBI) in addition
to systematic risk proxy by the TED and the VIX are the most important factors
(drivers), which affect the ERP dynamics. It is important to point out that there
are some limitations with the proposed specifications, for instance, other type of
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variables could have been included (e.g. commodity price variables). However,
the specifications here considered are related to relevant methodologies seen in
the literature and the results may shed light on that part of the literature that documents about the relationships between FX markets and expectations of future risk
or volatility, from an international finance paradigm. Further research about the
theoretical justification of these empirical analysis are suggested for future and
deeper understanding about this topic.
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Graph 1 Estimation of the Exchange Rate Risk Premium from Lognormal and Option
Implied Densities.
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This figure shows two Risk-Neutral Densities for the exchange rate peso-USD for 31st
December 2015, as an illustration of what is the exchange rate risk premium measure.
Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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Graph 2 Mexican Peso Exchange Rate Spot (pesos per dollar) and Risk Premium
(percentages).
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This figure shows the exchange rate risk premium estimation through time (right axis)
and the spot exchange rate, for comparative purposes. Source: Own estimations with data
from Bloomberg and UBS.
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Graph 3 Exchange Rate Risk Premium Decomposition (basis points).

This figure shows the decomposition of the exchange rate risk premium measure through
time. Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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Graph 4 Time Series under Analysis.
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This figure shows the time series under analysis for illustrative purposes. Notation is as
follows: ERP represents the exchange rate risk premium, VIX is the implied volatility
index from option prices for the S&P500, TED is the differential between the interbank
interest rate and the risk free interest rate for US Dollars. EMBI stands for Emerging
Market Bond Index, ROCI represent the carry trade index and OF stands for order flow
(net long and short positions) for the Mexican Peso futures contracts traded at CME.
Source: UBS, Bloomberg and Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME).
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Graph 5 Impulse Response Functions of the VAR Estimation.
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This figure shows the graphical representation of the impulse responses relevant to the
VAR model presented above in Section 3.1.1. Source: Own estimations with data from
Bloomberg and UBS.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics. Time Frames: January, 2007 – December, 2015 and
January, 2009 – December, 2015

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque-Bera Stat.
Probability
Observations

ERP

VIX

TED

EMBI

ROCI

OF

1.41
1.24
8.10
0.02
1.08
3.14
16.55

21.47
18.47
80.86
9.89
10.17
2.18
9.08

0.50
0.27
4.63
0.11
0.55
2.98
14.58

6.79
5.91
15.90
3.75
2.44
1.71
5.51

299.87
301
378
223
30.80
-0.06
3.65

2,361
2,153
26,016
-19,284
7,819
-0.01
2.61

21,780
0.00

5,143
0.00

16,668
0.00

1,776
0.00

43.51
0.00

8.06
0.02

2,354

2,354

2,354

2,354

2,354

1,571

This table presents the descriptive statistics for the time series under analysis. The fourth
moments of the empirical distributions are shown, including the Jarque-Bera normality
test statistic. Notation is the same as given in Graph 4.
Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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Table 2 Econometric Results for Equation 15.

Dependent variable: Exchange rate Risk premium
Estimated with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors & covariance
Sample: January, 2009 – December, 2015

Variable
C
D(VIX)
D(ROCI)
D(EMBI)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

-0.0006
0.0451
-0.0060
0.1012

0.00199
0.00101
0.00137
0.02112

-0.0317
4.4421
-4.4009
4.7909

0.1078
0.1062

Mean dependent var
Standard dev. dependent var.

This table presents the estimations of the regression equation detailed in Section 3.
Notation. As given in Graph 4. Estimated coefficients and their respective standard errors,
t-statistics and p-values are shown.
Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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Prob.
0.9747
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0019
0.0979

Table 3 Econometric Results for Equation 15 Including the Order Flows Variable (OF)

Dependent variable: Exchange rate risk premium
Estimated with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors & covariance
January, 2009 – December, 2015

Variable
C
D(VIX)
D(ROCI)
D(EMBI)
D(OF)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

-0.0007
0.0113
-0.0074
0.0984
-3x10-6

0.00148
0.00089
0.00108
0.02230

-0.5080
12.6260
-6.5207
4.4111
-3.0681

0.6115
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0022

0.1599
0.1577

1.36x10-6

Mean dependent variable
Standard dev. dependent var.

This table presents the estimations of the regression equation detailed in Section 3.
Notation. As given in Graph 4. Estimated coefficients and their respective standard errors,
t-statistics and p-values are shown.
Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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-0.0005
0.0638

Table 4 VAR Results.
D(ERP)
D(ERP(-1))

D(VIX)

D(ROCI) D(OF)

0.052579 2.086826 0.507756 -1183.888
(0.02735) (0.73206) (0.61001) (679.717)
[ 1.92270] [ 2.85062] [ 0.83237] [-1.74174]

D(ERP(-2))

-0.055494 -1.590532 -0.772112 45.33611
(0.02697) (0.72209) (0.60170) (670.459)
[-2.05730][-2.20268][-1.28321][ 0.06762]

D(VIX(-1))

0.005103 -0.119561 -0.097570 -70.08951
(0.00102) (0.02727) (0.02272) (25.3158)
[ 5.01041] [-4.38509][-4.29452][-2.76861]

D(VIX(-2))

0.002681 -0.001110 -0.006679 -26.97020
(0.00103) (0.02750) (0.02292) (25.5341)
[ 2.61009] [-0.04038][-0.29145][-1.05624]

D(ROCI(-1))

-0.001787 0.029189 0.079928 52.98711
(0.00117) (0.03140) (0.02617) (29.1578)
[-1.52363][ 0.92950] [ 3.05446] [ 1.81726]

D(ROCI(-2))

-0.003473 -0.040700 -0.019849 39.01487
(0.00117) (0.03133) (0.02611) (29.0882)
[-2.96763][-1.29914][-0.76034][ 1.34126]

D(OF(-1))

-8.65E-07 3.91E-06 -1.64E-05 -0.220795
(1.0E-06) (2.7E-05) (2.3E-05) (0.02548)
[-0.84384][ 0.14265] [-0.71870][-8.66665]

D(OF(-2))

-1.57E-06 2.07E-06 -1.40E-05 -0.112941
(1.0E-06) (2.7E-05) (2.3E-05) (0.02543)
[-1.53542][ 0.07571] [-0.61425][-4.44058]

C

-0.000861 0.001400 -0.047346 -5.239006
(0.00158) (0.04238) (0.03532) (39.3514)
[-0.54354][ 0.03304] [-1.34065][-0.13313]

R-squared

0.044346 0.018640 0.022339 0.058337

Adj. R-squared 0.039443 0.013604 0.017322 0.053505

This table presents the estimations of the regression equation detailed in Section 3. Notation. As
given in Graph 4. Estimated coefficients and their respective standard errors, t-statistics and pvalues are shown. Source: Own estimations with data from Bloomberg and UBS.
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